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ABSTRACT
Objective The quality of colonoscopy procedures for
colorectal cancer screening is often inadequate and
varies widely among physicians. Routine measurement
of quality is limited by the costs of manual review of
free-text patient charts. Our goal was to develop
a natural language processing (NLP) application to
measure colonoscopy quality.
Materials and methods Using a set of quality
measures published by physician specialty societies, we
implemented an NLP engine that extracts 21 variables
for 19 quality measures from free-text colonoscopy and
pathology reports. We evaluated the performance of the
NLP engine on a test set of 453 colonoscopy reports and
226 pathology reports, considering accuracy in extracting
the values of the target variables from text, and the
reliability of the outcomes of the quality measures as
computed from the NLP-extracted information.
Results The average accuracy of the NLP engine over all
variables was 0.89 (range: 0.62e1.0) and the average
F measure over all variables was 0.74 (range:
0.49e0.89). The average agreement score, measured as
Cohen’s k, between the manually established and
NLP-derived outcomes of the quality measures was 0.62
(range: 0.09e0.86).
Discussion For nine of the 19 colonoscopy quality
measures, the agreement score was 0.70 or above,
which we consider a sufficient score for the NLP-derived
outcomes of these measures to be practically useful for
quality measurement.
Conclusion The use of NLP for information extraction
from free-text colonoscopy and pathology reports
creates opportunities for large scale, routine quality
measurement, which can support quality improvement in
colonoscopy care.
INTRODUCTION
Several studies have raised serious concerns about
the quality of healthcare in the USA, stressing the
need for continuous quality improvement.1e3 One
of the barriers to improving the quality of health-
care is the shortage of readily available measures
that can be used to provide feedback to physicians.4
To date, quality of clinical care has generally been
measured using administrative claims analysis or
manual record reviews.5 Both methods have key
limitations: administrative claims often lack the
necessary clinical detail important to providers and
medical record review is time-consuming and
expensive.5e11
The increased use of electronic health records
(EHRs) is expected to facilitate systematic, compre-
hensive approaches to quality measurement.12e15
In some cases, EHRs have facilitated automatic
quality measurement from structured data.16e19
However, much of the key information in EHRs
necessary for quality measurement is stored as
unstructured, free text and would still require
manual review.20e22 Natural language processing
(NLP) can be an efficient way of automatically
extracting and structuring this information, making
NLP a potentially pivotal technology for enabling
quality measurement from EHR data.
In this paper we describe the design and evalua-
tion of an NLP-based application that measures the
quality of colonoscopy procedures for colorectal
cancer screening from free-text data in the EHR.
Colonoscopy is an ideal target for NLP-based
applications, because information for measuring
colonoscopy quality is not obtainable from claims
data and free-text reporting via dictation is the
norm.23
BACKGROUND
Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer
occurring in men and women and accounts for
almost 10% of all cancer-related deaths in the
USA.24 It is largely preventable with regular
screening and colonoscopy has become the most
widely used screening modality.25e27 However, the
quality of colonoscopy reporting and performance
varies widely among providers28e31 and poor quality
of colonoscopy has been associated with higher
incidence of subsequent colorectal cancer.32 33
NLP provides a set of computational methods and
techniques for automatically extracting and struc-
turing information from free-text documents.34e36
A wide range of NLP pipelines and components
specific to clinical text has been developed since the
early 1990s,37e47 supporting applications such as
pharmacovigilance, case finding and patient
screening, summarization of narrative patient
information, and quality measurement.48e57
Representative of the few applications of NLP in
quality measurement, Chiang et al used the
MedLEE NLP pipeline to process narrative discharge
notes to assess attainment rates to standards of
care for cardiovascular diseases.55 D’Avolio et al
designed an NLP application for extracting three
quality-related variables from free-text, post-oper-
ative pathology reports documenting prostatec-
tomies for the treatment of prostate cancer.56
Pakhomov et al applied NLP methods to free-text
clinical notes to establish whether patients had
received annual foot examinations as recommended
by diabetes clinical practice guidelines.57
Existing work regarding NLP in connection with
colorectal cancer and colonoscopy is limited in
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scope and quantity. Adapting a clinical information retrieval
system, D’Avolio et al identified pathology reports that are
consistent with colorectal cancer from an electronic medical
record system.58 Denny et al proposed an application that
automatically identifies patients in need of colorectal cancer
screening by detecting the timing and status of colorectal
screening tests mentioned within a patient’s narrative electronic
clinical documentation.59 60 Neither of these systems assesses
the quality of the colonoscopy procedure itself.
Most previous work in NLP for quality measurement focuses
on the description of methods that extract a limited number of
quality-related variables from text, and does not use the NLP
output to establish performance on specific quality measures.
The NLP system presented in this paper targets a diverse and
comprehensive set of variables and evaluates the usefulness of
the NLP-extracted information for computing the quality of




Based on clinical guidelines and quality improvement targets for
colonoscopy procedures published by physician specialty socie-
ties,61 62 three clinicians with expertise in gastroenterology and
internal medicine chose a set of 19 quality measures, shown in
table 1, which they considered most important for colonoscopy
quality. These quality measures were mapped onto 21 variables,
shown in table 2, to be extracted from free-text colonoscopy and
pathology reports by the NLP engine.
As detailed in Mehrotra et al63 and in the online supplemen-
tary appendix to this paper, each quality measure is formulated
as a fraction, where the denominator specifies the set of colo-
noscopy procedures that are eligible for the measure and the
numerator specifies the set of colonoscopy procedures that
satisfy the measure. For example, the cecal intubation measure is
defined as the fraction of colonoscopies where the cecum (most
proximal part of the colon) was reached, among all colonos-
copies not terminated early and where the bowel preparation
was adequate.
The definitions of the quality measures determine the target
variables for the NLP pipeline. For the cecal intubation measure,
for example, the NLP engine must establish for each report
whether the cecum was observed during the procedure, whether
the procedure was terminated early, and whether the prepara-
tion of the patient’s bowel was adequate.
All variables are document-level variables, that is, there is one
instance of each variable per report. Each colonoscopy report
describes one procedure, and the pathology report linked to the
colonoscopy report, if present, describes the pathology results
for that procedure. A pathology report is only generated if
a biopsy is taken during the colonoscopy.
Data sets
The NLP system was developed and tested on a set of operative
reports for colonoscopy procedures and pathology reports
retrieved from the Medical ARchival System (MARS) of the
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC).64 To meet
HIPAA guidelines and ensure patient confidentiality, all data
were de-identified using an honest broker system.65 This study
was deemed to meet the criteria for exemption of informed
consent by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review
Board.
The colonoscopy reports were randomly selected from the
tranche of documents in MARS documenting outpatient colo-
noscopies performed at any of 10 hospitals within the UPMC
health system between 2007 and 2009. These reports were
linked to pathology reports from MARS with matching dates. A
set of 97 colonoscopy reports and 23 associated pathology
reports were used for two rounds of development of the NLP
pipeline; 453 colonoscopy reports and 226 pathology reports
were set aside as a blind test set for the final evaluation of the
NLP pipeline.
Table 1 Overview of the quality measures tracked by the NLP-based quality tool, their outcomes derived from the manual reference standard and
NLP output for the test corpus of 453 colonoscopy reports and 226 pathology reports
Quality measure
Ref St NLP
Ao kE P % E P %
Provide (standard) indication for procedure 453 428 94 453 373 82 0.87 0.39
Document that informed consent was obtained 426 275 65 435 222 51 0.85 0.72
Document ASA classification of physical status 426 46 11 435 42 9.7 0.95 0.82
If indication is screening, note previous colonoscopy 284 36 13 230 7 3.0 0.82 0.67
If indication is colon cancer screening and patient has IBD
(UC/Crohn’s), document previous colonoscopy timing
2 1 50 1 0 0.0 1.0 0.67
Document quality of preparation 453 263 58 453 228 50 0.89 0.77
Rate of procedures with adequate preparation 453 225 50 453 214 47 0.93 0.86
Track cecal intubation rate 411 406 99 436 427 98 0.89 0.24
Document cecal landmarks 411 284 69 436 283 65 0.85 0.71
Rate of detection of any adenomas 406 114 28 427 124 29 0.86 0.72
Rate of detection of large adenomas 406 10 2.5 427 21 4.9 0.86 0.33
Rate of detection of advanced adenomas 406 19 4.7 427 32 7.5 0.85 0.41
Rate of detection of polyps 406 162 40 427 121 28 0.79 0.60
Rate of detection of polyps >9 mm 406 32 7.9 427 39 9.1 0.86 0.50
Document withdrawal time 453 3 0.70 453 4 0.90 1.0 0.86
Withdrawal time $6 min 453 3 0.70 453 4 0.90 1.0 0.86
If indication is chronic diarrhea, obtain biopsy 22 17 77 21 15 71 0.98 0.82
Track rate of any complication 453 2 0.40 453 39 8.6 0.92 0.09
If negative study, no family history, and no UC/Crohn’s,
follow-up time for next procedure recommended should be 10 years
81 19 23 80 11 14 0.91 0.69
ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; Ao, k, observed agreement and k scores for NLP and reference standard partitions of report set; E, number of reports eligible for quality measure; IBD,
inflammatory bowel disease; P, number of reports passing quality measure; Ref St, reference standard; UC, ulcerative colitis; %, quality measure score (P/E).
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The colonoscopy reports were generated in two ways. The
majority (349/453 reports in the test set) were dictated by
a physician and transcribed. The remainder were produced using
the Pentax report generation system. The Pentax reports consist
of template-based natural language sentences, organized into
sections defined by the system, where the physician typed in
free text to fill in the blanks in the templates and to record
additional information about the procedure. Because of their
mechanical creation, the text of these reports shows less
linguistic variation than the dictated reports. The pathology
reports were generated using Cerner ’s COPATH system, which
provides a combination of free-text dictation and templates.
The clinicians created a set of guidelines for annotating the
colonoscopy and pathology reports with values for the target
variables. This required reaching consensus on the definitions of
the variables. For example, there are many ways in which the
quality of the bowel preparation can be described in a report,
including ‘well-prepared,’ ‘sub-optimally cleaned,’ ‘fairly clean,’
and ‘somewhat suboptimal,’ whereas the corresponding target
variable only allows for two values: adequate or inadequate.
The manually annotated reports served as the reference
standard for the development and testing of the NLP system. To
monitor the reliability of the annotations, 35 colonoscopy
reports and 10 pathology reports in the blind test set were
annotated in triplicate. We report inter-annotator agreement
using the average of the pairwise Cohen’s k scores for the three
annotators on these reports.
System architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the general architecture of the NLP-based
system for measuring colonoscopy quality. The main
component is the NLP engine, which identifies the values of the
target variables for each input report. These values are used to
establish which reports are eligible and which reports satisfy
each quality measure. The fractions of satisfactory reports
versus eligible reports determine the outcomes of the quality
measures.
The NLP engine has been implemented in GATE.66 Its design
is based on the Topaz architecture, which specifies a rule-based
approach to indexing concepts in clinical reports and identifying
properties of concepts from their contexts within the text.67e69
Conceptually, as shown in figure 1, the NLP engine processes the
colonoscopy and pathology reports in four steps.
First, in the pre-processing step, the text of a report is split
into tokens, sentences, and sections. The structured header of
a colonoscopy report is parsed to extract the date of the proce-
dure. The next step uses existing biomedical vocabularies to
recognize clinically relevant concepts in a report. Each sentence
in the report is submitted to the MetaMap Transfer (MMTx)
program (2.4.C release), which maps words and phrases to
a subset of concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus, including
concepts for the semantic types Anatomical Structure,
Neoplastic Process, and Sign or Symptom.70e73 Temporal
expressions and measurements of size in the text are parsed and
interpreted with a set of regular expression patterns.
In the third step, the ConText algorithm is used to identify
the clinical and linguistic properties of concepts.47 Merely
recognizing concepts is not sufficient for successful information
extraction. For example, processing the sentences, ‘He is aware
of the risk of bleeding,’ ‘The polyp was ablated. No bleeding was
noticed,’ and ‘Indications for procedure: rectal bleeding and
colonic polyps,’ the system must be able to determine that
Table 2 List of target variables with brief descriptions, possible values, and their frequency of occurrence in the manually annotated test set of 453
colonoscopy reports and 226 pathology reports
Variable Description Values
Indication type Indications for procedure Conditions (up to three) selected from predefined list (551; 13)
Informed consent Whether informed consent was obtained from patient Yes (289); Not mentioned (164)
Family history Presence of family history of colorectal cancer Positive (57); Negative (23); Not mentioned (373)
Previous colonoscopy Time since patient had last colonoscopy Time in years (42; 13); No previous colonoscopy (9);
Not mentioned (402)
Nursing reports Whether physician refers to nursing reports for patient Yes (27); No (426)
ASA ASA (American Society of Anesthesiologists)
classification of patient
1 (1); 2 (41); 3 (4); 4 (0); 5 (0); Not mentioned (407)
Preparation Quality of bowel preparation Adequate (225); Not adequate (38); Not mentioned (190)
Ileo-cecal valve Whether ileo-cecal valve was observed Yes (306); No (6); Not mentioned (141)
Appendiceal orifice Whether appendiceal orifice was observed Yes (288); No (6); Not mentioned (159)
Cecum Whether cecum was reached Yes (445); No (6); Not mentioned (2)
Procedure aborted Whether procedure was terminated early Yes (6); No* (447)
Polyp removal Whether one or more polyps were removed Yes (175); No* (278)
Biopsy Whether biopsy was performed Yes (75); No* (378)
Biopsy locationy Whether location of biopsy is documented Yes (57); No (18)
Largest polyp size Size of largest polyp found Size in millimeters (151; 24); No polyp found (302)
Withdrawal time Withdrawal time of scope Time in minutes (3; 3); Not mentioned (450)
Complications Whether any complications occurred during procedure Yes (2); No (312); Not mentioned (139)
Follow-up interval Recommended interval for follow-up colonoscopy Interval in years (226; 22); Not mentioned (227)
Adenomatousz Whether any of the polyp specimens submitted is adenomatous Yes (132); No* (94)
Largest adenoma sizez x Size of largest adenomatous polyp specimen submitted Size in millimeters (132; 18)
Bad pathologyz Whether any adenoma has villous component, high-grade dysplasia,
or pathology shows invasive cancer
Yes (16); No* (210)
*The value No includes cases where the information for the variable is not mentioned in the report.
yVariable has no value if no biopsy has been performed.
zValue of variable extracted from the pathology report (values of all other variables are extracted from the colonoscopy report).
xVariable has no value if none of the polyps submitted were found to be adenomatous.
Key to expressions in the ‘Values’ column: ‘Type of value (Number of reports for which variable has value of given type; Number of distinct values of given type)’ or ‘Specific value (Number of
reports for which variable has given value).’ For example, for the variable ‘Previous colonoscopy,’ 42 reports stated the time in years since the patient’s last colonoscopy (for a total of 13
different values), 9 reports stated that the patient had not previously had a colonoscopy, and 402 reports did not provide any information about a previous colonoscopy.
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‘bleeding’ is a potential risk in the first sentence, a complication
in the second sentence, and an indication in the third sentence.
ConText operates on the premise that the presence of a property
is signaled by specific keywords in the context of a concept. For
example, ‘pre-op diagnosis’ and ‘reason for procedure’ signal
indications for a colonoscopy. We extended ConText to recog-
nize, among others, bowel preparations that are of adequate
quality, anatomic locations where a biopsy was taken, and
conditions that are indications for a colonoscopy.
The final processing step is establishing the values of the
target variables. The rules used are generally simple, for example,
if a concept ‘Colon cancer ’ with contextual properties ‘Direc-
tionality¼Affirmed,’ ‘Temporality¼Historical,’ and ‘Experi-
encer¼Family member ’ has been identified within a report, the
variable ‘Family history’ is set to ‘Present.’ More complex rules
involve nested conditionals, considering multiple concepts of
different types. The rule for the variable ‘Previous colonoscopy ’
includes resolving and comparing temporal expressions in the
text and the header of the report to determine the time elapsed
since the last colonoscopy. Some of the rules target concepts
found in specific report sections, for example, the ‘Gross
Description’ section in pathology reports, which is the primary
location for finding adenoma sizes. Further details about the
implementation of the NLP engine are provided in the online
supplementary appendix.
Evaluation
The performance of the NLP system was evaluated in two ways.
The first evaluation was an intrinsic NLP assessment, where we
measured the NLP engine’s ability to find the correct values of
each of the variables for the test set, using the physician anno-
tations as the reference standard. We also compared the NLP
output to a ‘majority’ baseline, which returns the most frequent
value in the test set for each variable. The second evaluation is
an extrinsic evaluation, in which we used the output of the NLP
engine to calculate the outcomes of each of the quality measures
for the test set. We compared these outcomes to those calculated
from the manual annotations. The extrinsic evaluation provides
a summary of the usefulness of NLP for the task of quality
measurement from textual reports.
The intrinsic NLP performance results are reported using
accuracy, recall, precision, and F measure for each variable.
Accuracy A is defined as the fraction of the reports in the test set
for which the NLP engine assigns the correct value to the
variable according to the reference standard. The recall and
precision scores are averaged over all values of a variable. The
recall for a given variable V and value x is defined as the number
of reports in the test set for which the NLP engine assigns x to V
in agreement with the reference standard, as a fraction of the
total number of reports for which the reference standard assigns
x to V. The precision for a given variable V and value x is defined
as the number of reports in the test set for which the NLP engine
assigns x to V in agreement with the reference standard, as
a fraction of the total number of reports in the test set for which
the NLP engine assigns x to V. The average recall Ra and precision
Pa are calculated as the arithmetic mean of the recall and
precision scores over all values of a variable. The average
F measure Fa is the harmonic mean of Ra and Pa. (Recall and
precision scores for individual variable values can be found in the
online supplementary appendix.)
If a variable has a skewed value distribution, that is, some
values occur substantially more often than others, a relatively
high accuracy score may be easily achieved when the NLP engine
does well for just the frequently occurring values. However,
discerning infrequent values is important for accurate calcula-
tion of the quality measures. This concern is addressed by
considering the measures Ra, Pa, and Fa, which evenly weigh the
performance for each value of a variable, regardless of its
frequency in the report set.
For the extrinsic evaluation, we determined the outcomes of
the quality measures for the reports in the test set. We compared
the NLP-based outcomes against the reference standard
outcomes, which are calculated from the manual annotations.
Each quality measure partitions the test set into three classes:
reports that are not eligible for the quality measure, reports that
are eligible but do not satisfy the quality measure, and reports
that satisfy the quality measure. For each quality measure, we
report observed agreement and k scores for the reference stan-
dard partition based on the manual annotations versus the
partition derived from the NLP output.
RESULTS
Target variables
Table 2 presents the variables that are extracted by the NLP
engine from free-text colonoscopy and pathology reports. Some
variables relate to pre-procedure interactions with the patient,
for example, obtaining informed consent. Other variables
describe the procedure itself, for example, whether anatomical
Figure 1 General architecture of the NLP-based system for measuring the quality of colonoscopy procedures from free-text clinical reports. NLP,
natural language processing.
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landmarks such as the ileo-cecal valve were observed. Yet other
variables relate to post-procedure care, for example, the recom-
mended interval for a follow-up procedure.
Some variables, specifically measurements of size and time,
have continuous values, whereas other variables have a fixed
number of possible values. The variable ‘Indication type’ is
special in that its value is a set consisting of up to three
conditions taken from a pre-defined list of 20 possible condi-
tions, including indications such as ‘Screening for colon
cancerdNo history of polyps’ and ‘Evaluation of unexplained
gastrointestinal bleeding.’ As shown in table 2, very few of the
variables exhibit an even distribution of values for the reports in
the test set.
Completeness of documentation is an important aspect of
quality. For this reason, several variables have a distinct value
indicating that the necessary information was not mentioned in
a report.
All but one variable, ‘Bad pathology,’ showed substantial to
perfect inter-annotator agreement for the triply annotated
reports, with average pairwise k scores between the three
annotators ranging from 0.75 to 1.0. For the binary variable ‘Bad
pathology,’ one of the annotators disagreed with the other two
on just one report, resulting in two pairwise k scores of 0.0.
Combined with a pairwise score of 1.0 for the two other
annotators, the averaged k score was 0.33. Some pairwise
k scores for the variables ‘Cecum,’ ‘Procedure aborted,’ ‘With-
drawal time,’ and ‘Biopsy location’ could not be calculated,
because both annotators in the pair were in complete agreement
and used one value of the variable for all reports, yielding an
infinite k score.
Intrinsic evaluation
Table 3 shows the accuracy A, average recall Ra, average preci-
sion Pa, and average F measure Fa for each target variable as
extracted by the NLP engine from the test set of colonoscopy
and pathology reports. The table also shows the performance of
the majority baseline system, which for each variable returns the
value that occurs with the greatest frequency in the test set.
As shown in table 3, the accuracy scores for the NLP engine
range from 0.62, for the variable ‘Complications,’ to 1.0, for the
variable ‘Withdrawal time.’ The average accuracy over all vari-
ables is 0.89. The average F measures range from 0.49, for
‘Procedure aborted,’ to 0.98, for ‘Adenomatous.’ The average
F measure over all variables is 0.74.
For a given variable, the F measure is generally lower than the
accuracy, indicating that the NLP engine tends to perform better
for more frequently occurring values. For example, for the vari-
able ‘Cecum,’ the NLP engine failed to extract the infrequent
values ‘No’ and ‘Not mentioned’ with a reasonable degree of
recall or precision. Also, the average precision scores are generally
higher than the average recall scores; the NLP rules we formu-
lated are precise, but may fail to generalize to text patterns that
were not seen in the development set.
As shown in table 3, the NLP engine largely outperforms the
majority baseline system. For variables with a very skewed value
distribution, the difference in accuracy between the NLP engine
and the baseline system is small, but for most of these cases the
NLP engine achieves better average F measures. For the variables
‘Cecum,’ ‘Procedure aborted,’ and ‘Biopsy location,’ the results
show that the rules in the NLP engine evidently did not encode
any meaningful knowledge that would allow it to perform
better than the baseline approach. For ‘Biopsy location,’ the NLP
engine assigned ‘Yes’ to all reports in the test set, imitating the
baseline system.
Extrinsic evaluation
Table 1 shows the outcomes of the quality measures for the
colonoscopies in the test set based on the NLP output and the
manual annotations for these reports, as well as the agreement
scores between the NLP-based and manually derived partitions
into non-eligible, eligible and non-passing, and passing reports.
The k scores range from 0.86, for the measures ‘Rate of proce-
dures with adequate preparation,’ ‘Document withdrawal time,’
and ‘Withdrawal time $6 min,’ to 0.09, for the measure ‘Track
rate of any complication.’ The average k score for all quality
measures is 0.62.
Although the observed agreement in table 1 is generally good
to very good, only nine of the 19 quality measures reach
a k score larger than 0.70. Clearly, the quality measures with low
k scores rely on variables for which the NLP engine attained
a relatively low Fa score.
The k score for the quality measure ‘Track rate of any
complication’ is particularly low. This is because the variable
‘Complications’ as extracted by the NLPengine overestimates the
occurrence of complications in a situation where the reference
standard contains only two reports mentioning a complication.
For the quality measure ‘Track cecal intubation rate,’ there is
substantial disagreement between the NLP output and the
manual categorization as to howmany reports are not eligible (42
vs 17) and how many reports are eligible but do not pass (5 vs 9),
leading to a low k score. Since the majority of reports are, in fact,
eligible and pass this quality measure, the manual and NLP-
derived outcomes are comparable, despite the low k score.
Table 3 Evaluation results for the automatic extraction of the target
variables from the test corpus of 453 colonoscopy reports and 226
pathology reports and comparison with the majority baseline results,
measured as accuracy A, average recall Ra, average precision Pa, and
average F measure Fa
Variable
NLP engine Baseline
A Ra Pa Fa A Fa
Indication type 0.74 0.68 0.85 0.76 0.28 0.11
Informed consent 0.87 0.90 0.87 0.88 0.64 0.56
Family history 0.96 0.86 0.90 0.88 0.82 0.47
Previous colonoscopy 0.92 0.45 0.88 0.60 0.89 0.12
Nursing reports 0.97 0.79 0.93 0.86 0.94 0.65
ASA 0.98 0.61 0.98 0.75 0.90 0.38
Preparation 0.87 0.69 0.78 0.73 0.50 0.40
Ileo-cecal valve 0.91 0.62 0.89 0.73 0.68 0.45
Appendiceal orifice 0.89 0.61 0.88 0.72 0.64 0.44
Cecum 0.97 0.44 0.61 0.51 0.98 0.50
Procedure aborted 0.98 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.99 0.66
Polyp removal 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.61 0.55
Biopsy 0.78 0.86 0.71 0.78 0.83 0.62
Biopsy location* 0.76 0.50 0.76 0.60 0.76 0.60
The largest polyp size 0.86 0.63 0.60 0.61 0.67 0.08
Withdrawal time 1.0 1.0 0.88 0.93 0.99 0.39
Complications 0.62 0.77 0.49 0.60 0.69 0.44
Follow-up interval 0.87 0.44 0.74 0.55 0.50 0.08
Adenomatousy 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.58 0.54
Largest adenoma sizey z 0.80 0.76 0.58 0.66 0.21 0.09
Bad pathologyy 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.65
Average 0.89 0.71 0.79 0.74 0.72 0.42
*Variable only evaluated for the 74 reports for which ‘Biopsy¼Yes’ in both the reference
standard and the NLP output.
yValue of variable extracted from pathology report (values of all other variables are
extracted from colonoscopy report).
zVariable only evaluated for the 132 reports for which ‘Adenomatous¼Yes’ in both the
reference standard and the NLP output.
For variables in bold, there is a statistically significant difference in accuracy between the
NLP engine and the baseline system (McNemar’s test, p<0.01).
ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists classification of physical status.




We demonstrated that the information required for computing
a set of colonoscopy quality measures is amenable to automatic
extraction by NLP from free-text colonoscopy and pathology
reports. The NLP engine generally performed well on extracting
the values of the 21 necessary variables, with an average accu-
racy of 0.89 and average F measure of 0.74. For some key variable
values, in particular infrequently occurring values, the recall or
precision of the NLP engine was inadequate. This is reflected in
our extrinsic evaluation, where we compared the manual and
NLP-based outcomes of the quality measure: k scores ranged
from 0.09 to 0.86 across all measures. Nine of the quality
measures achieved a score of 0.70 or above, which we consider
a sufficient score for the NLP-derived outcomes for these
measures to be practically useful for quality reporting.63
Error analysis
Inspection of the output of the NLP engine for the reports in the
test set revealed three broad patterns of error. First, the NLP
engine did not recognize all mentions of relevant conditions,
concepts, and other terms in the reports. For example, it missed
the term ‘heme-positive stool,’ which would have been mapped
onto the indication ‘Evaluation of unexplained gastrointestinal
bleeding.’ Furthermore, the adapted version of the ConText
algorithm did not include certain atypical trigger terms, such as
‘suboptimal’ and ‘mediocre,’ which, in the right context, signal
inadequate bowel preparations.
Second, the set of regular expressions used by our version of
ConText to detect the contextual properties of concepts was
incomplete. The low precision score for complications was
primarily due to the NLP engine’s difficulties establishing
whether amention of the concept ‘Bleeding’ in the text of a report
referred to a potential risk, an indication, or a complication of the
colonoscopy procedure. ConText’s rules restrict the context of
a concept to the sentence it appears in, whereas descriptions of
potential risks and indications may span several sentences or an
entire section, potentially putting the trigger term outside the
sentence containing the concept it modifies. Also, the negation
rules taken from the original version of ConText were developed
for detecting the absence of patient findings and symptoms.
These rules did not transfer well to detecting cases where the
cecum and cecal landmarks were not reached or not observed.
Third, finding the values for some of the variables required
inferencing that went beyond the rules that were implemented in
the information integration component of the NLP pipeline. For
example, one of the reports stated that the scope could only be
advanced as far as the hepatic flexure, from which one can infer,
using knowledge about the anatomy of the colon, that the cecum
was not reached and that the ileo-cecal valve and appendiceal
orifice were not observed. Similarly, if the presence of a polyp is
mentioned as part of the patient’s history, then, in most cases,
the indication for the procedure is ‘Screening/surveillance among
those with a history of polyps,’ even when screening or surveil-
lance is not explicitly listed as an indication in the report.
Further development of the NLP engine will address these
issues by expanding the rule base and introducing statistical
approaches for some of the target variables.
Limitations
This study has several key limitations. The NLP engine
was developed and evaluated using reports from 10 different
hospitals within a single health system. Therefore, further eval-
uation is necessary to assess the generalizability to reports from
other institutions. The presence of a small number of template-
based reports in our data setmay have limited linguistic variation.
Some of the quality measures in the published guidelines were
reformulated or eliminated because they rely on information
from sources that were not available in the context of this
project, such as progress notes originating prior to the colono-
scopy. Other measures were dropped because they would require
co-reference resolution of multiple mentions of polyps and
biopsies within the text of a report, which we did not address in
this study. Certain indications and complications, for example,
perforation of the colon, were extremely rare or non-existent in
our report set. Without representative examples, it is difficult to
develop NLP rules for the extraction of these cases.
CONCLUSION
The results reported in this paper raise the possibility that our
NLP pipeline, with further refinement and development, can be
used for routine quality measurement on a substantially larger
scale. Because the method is automated, large numbers of
reports can be quickly processed, enabling quality measurement
at both the level of individual physicians as well as groups of
providers and hospitals. In a separate study, we have applied the
NLP tool to a set of over 25 000 colonoscopy reports and asso-
ciated pathology reports from 10 hospitals in the UPMC health
system, showing a wide range of variation in quality across
hospitals and physicians.63 If such an analysis could be done
regularly across a large number of systems, our NLP pipeline
would be useful for physicians and hospitals in suggesting
a focus for quality improvement efforts, as well as for patients
making decisions as to where to obtain care.
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